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Preface 

This report is offered under the title of Republican State Committeeman for Martin County. The 

elected State Committeeman and State Committeewoman in each County in Florida represent 

their respective registered party members, male and female correspondingly. 

It is with great effort by many that this report has been compiled. It has been done so that a 

voice in the process of self-governance may be heard as afforded us by the Constitution of the 

United States. It is necessary and required as an American Citizen to participate in the 

governance of our great Republic at all levels. 

The Republican philosophic belief on taxation is that it shall be limited to the most basic 

requirement needed a limited government in order to perform the most basic and necessary 

tasks for the betterment of a free society. It is believed that the fruits of one’s labor should 

remain theirs and the benefit to society by taxation should be equal for all and benefit them the 

same.  

It is a Martin County Commissions self-declared and published two hundred and fifty-eight 

million dollar (¼ of a billion) “shortfall” that created a need for this report. The report has been 

commissioned in an effort to express concerns and recommendations as they relate to the matter 

at hand. 

While all sitting Martin County Commissioners were elected under the Republican name, we 

recognize their obligation to fulfill the duty of their office in a way that benefits all political 

classes as citizens and not just Republicans. However, in as much as the Commissioners have 

subscribed as Republicans in their bid for office, we as a party and as registered Republicans 

expect the foundation of their governmental philosophy to be tamed and shaped by the ideals 

expressed in Republican belief.  

Therefore, we are offering our suggestions and observations in an effort that we may assist in 

the elimination of the “shortfall” and regain a balanced and limited approach to governance 

and taxation. 

 

Eric D. Miller 

Martin County Republican State Committeeman 
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The Martin County Republican Party official position as declared in 

Resolution  

1A RESOLUTION OF PRINCIPLE 

 

Whereas, the Martin County Republican Party anticipates Republican Commissioners to act in a 

manner consistent with our Party’s stated values and principles, and; 

Whereas, the Martin County Republican Party Platform states that, “We demand fiscal 

responsibility at all levels of government and that government operate within the structure of a 

balanced budget…”, and; 

Whereas, the Martin County Republican Platform affirms these 2012 RNC Platform statements: 

“Excessive taxation and regulation impede economic development. Lowering taxes promotes 

substantial economic growth and reducing regulation encourages business formation and job 

creation; “an increase in the Martin County sales tax will burden local businesses and impede 

the growth of our already weakened economy, and; 

Whereas, a tax escalation to repair negligent budget practices shifts the deficit funding of 

infrastructure to the pocket of the individual tax payer when reduction in County expenditure 

would remediate the same, therefore; 

Be it known that, we as The Republican Party of Martin County do hereby call upon the Board 

of County Commissioners, to act in a manner that is in keeping with the fiscal mores of 

Republicanism by looking to the reduction of government and development of free market 

engines as the solution to budget shortfalls, and; 

Be it further understood that, we call upon each Martin County Commissioner not to support 

an increase in taxation to solve a growing deficit and expanding government, and; 

Let it be further understood, that the use of taxation to overcome governmental negligence is 

antithetical to declared Republican principles and will be strongly opposed by the Republican 

Party of Martin County. 

Adopted this day 19, March 2015 by a vote of the Martin County Executive Committee. 

                                                      
1 Resolution passed with (3) three opposing votes. 
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The issue at hand 

In an official Martin County Board of County Commission document entitled 2OVERVIEW OF 

COUNTY REVENUES, INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS AND FUNDING dated 29 January 2015 

it was declared that there was a $258,338,708.00 unfunded deficit for Commission approved 

projects and maintenance. (This “shortfall” amount is equal to seventy three percent of the current 

available annual tax revenue.) The total declared sources of revenue (taxes) for the adopted FY 

2015 budget were $351,807,099.00. This amount does not reflect the “shortfall” amount 

mentioned above. If a tax levy were to be imposed to allow for the “short fall” and the already 

approved budget, the total amount of the County budget requirement would be 

$610,145,807.00.  

According to the same document, the County project backlog is increasing. The main areas 

increasing are the annual deficit, increase in capital cost and the fact that facilities continue to 

age. As a further aggravator to the ongoing increased need for a larger tax base and increase in 

taxes is the potential of soon losing a preferred County Governmental status as a small county. 

The States Small County Outreach Program assists small county governments with special 

incentive and breaks for those with a population below 150,000 persons. As Martin passes this 

threshold our “short fall” becomes greater.  

Recommendations have been put to the Board of County Commissioners to raise the millage 

rate to the maximum allowed. This would mean an additional $116.61 per $100,000.00 in 

assessed value annually in additional taxation. The fact that the millage would be at a 

“maximum” level should not go unnoticed by the reader. This of course means we can no 

longer have this option to fund our “short fall” with property taxes at a point soon forward.  

From the time the same County document was prepared it has been reported that the amount of 

“shortfall” is now in excess of $350,000,000.00. This would mean that we will need to raise our 

tax revenue in Martin County by 100% +/- in order to offset the self-declared “short fall” if we 

plan to fund all of the approved projects and items. 

The Martin County population estimates from the US Census Bureau indicate 153,392 people 

live within in our County borders. If we us this number and the tax revenue generated annually 

it means that each person (man woman and child) in the County has an annual tax liability of 

$2288.25. So a family of four would have a total tax obligation of $9,153.01 annually to pay for the 

operation of County Government as it is budgeted today.  

                                                      
2 (80677e9c)   
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If we are to fund all of the “short fall” items as well as the general budget this would double the 

obligation of the same family of four to $18,306.03. This number only reflects the county 

government. There are still the School Board, special district funding, Children Services Council 

and others that all have a burden of tax expectation too. When all is said and done it is the 

citizens that are obligated to foot the bill. When is the bill too much of an individual 

responsibility?  This is the issue at hand. 

Observations 

Let’s begin our discussion with what is being called a deficit or as you often hear in Bureaucrat 

speak, “short fall”. The “short fall” as defined in the County budget process reflects approved 

projects and services that do not have a funding source.  

During the budget process there is always a surplus of approved projects that require funding 

in order to complete. At the conclusion of this budget process some programs and services will 

be funded with tax payer dollars and others won’t.  

This leaves us with “Commission approved” projects and expenditure requests that go 

unfunded. In the best interest of the process and to reflect upon those unfunded requests they 

have been included on the next few pages. The following information is taken directly without 

modification from the OVERVIEW OF COUNTY REVENUES, INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS 

AND FUNDING dated 29 January 2015 document referenced earlier. It is the list of unfunded 

projects by Commission District as of January 2015. Remember though that this list has now grown 

to three hundred and fifty million dollars.  
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District 1  Total Cost  

Roads:   

Pinecrest Lakes & Timberwick  $4,177,000  

NE Savannah Road  $526,000  

Town & Country Estates  $419,000  

Jensen Park Estates  $940,000  

Skyline Park, Skyline Heights & Skyline Drive  $1,333,000  

NW Goldenrod Road / NW Westmoreland  $429,000  

Britt Rd & Britt Rd Bridge  $1,805,000  

North River Shores  $1,483,000  

NE Macarthur / SE Macarthur  $360,000  

Savannah Highlands  $205,000  

Arch Heights  $110,000  

Jensen Highlands  $190,000  

Northwood  $188,000  

Leilani Heights  $665,000  

Palm Lake Park  $546,000  

South Jensen Heights  $260,000  

Westwood  $310,000  

Beau Rivage  $510,000  

Rio St. Lucie  $560,000  

Indian River Gardens  $37,000  

NE Palmer ST & NE Sewalls Point Road  $315,000  

Other:   

Hoke Library RFID  $70,400  

Muscara Beach Parking and Access  $500,000  

Langford Park (Playground surface replacement, replace backstops and shade structures, painting, fencing)  $443,785  

Leilani Heights Park (replace playground equip. & surface)  $63,500  

Pineapple Park (replace fencing, backstops, soccer goals & gates)  $106,921  

Rio Civic Center (fencing)  $3,905  

Indian Riverside Park (replace benches on pier)  $29,900  

Jensen Beach Elem. (replace goals)  $2,500  

Jensen Causeway (playground surface replacement, wood treatments, signs, re-roofing, painting and showers replaced)  $144,960  

Stuart Beach (playground surface replacement, basketball court equipment & striping, decks and railings, water fountain 
replacement, repave parking and roadways, repaint & fencing)  

$318,563  

Stuart Causeway (repaint facilities)  $2,849  

Jensen Beach (replace deck and railings, repave parking lot and roadways, re-roof pavilions, replace lighting)  $351,600  

Bob Graham Beach (repave parking lot and roadways, replace decks and railing, replace showers, replace post and rail fence)  $83,150  

Bathtub Beach (replace all decks, railings & gate, reroof pavilion)  $129,736  

Chastain Beach (replace decks & railing, paint)  $7,092  

Ross Witham Beach (replace decks & railing)  $16,432  

Stokes Beach (replace decks & railing)  $87,008  

Virginia Forrest Beach (replace decks & railing)  $15,680  

Bryn Mawer Beach (replace decks & railing)  $10,640  

Beachwalk Paisley (replace decks & railing)  $2,976  

Tiger Shores (replace shower)  $2,600  

Santa Lucia Beach (replace gates)  $20,000  

County facilities (roofing, A/C, flooring, parking lot, landscaping, security)  $1,287,730  

  

Total District 1  $19,069,927  
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District 2  Total Cost  

Roads:   
Fisherman's Cove  $1,480,000  

Golden Gate  $2,000,000  

Dixie Cutoff Rd  $173,000  

SE Indian Street  $325,000  

St Lucie Settlement & SW Gaines Ave  $125,000  

SPS Commercial Center  $355,000  

Port Salerno, Manatee Business Park, SE Commerce & New Monrovia  $270,000  

Coral Gardens  $1,370,000  

Southwood  $580,000  

Port Sewall  $225,000  

St Lucie Inlet Farms  $435,000  

Other:   
Willoughby Creek  STA  $925,000  

Lamar Howard Park (replace playground surface, paint facilities, replace goals, fencing)  $99,777  

Sandsprit park (replace playground surface, water fountains, reroof restroom)  $88,080  

County facilities (roofing, A/C, flooring, parking lot, landscaping, security)  $8,838,230  

  
Total District 2  $17,289,087  
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District 3  Total Cost  

Roads:   

Heritage Ridge  $2,450,000  

Little Club & Turtle Creek  $883,000  

SW Farm Rd  $1,548,000  

SE Gomez Ave (north of Crossrip)/ SE Crossrip Street  $158,500  

Conch Bar Ave  $178,000  

Island Way West Bridge over Loxahatchee (approach slabs)  $75,000  

Indiantown Park & Fernwood Forest  $2,825,000  

New Hope Community / Booker Park  $1,050,000  

Olympia / Banner Lake / Zeus Park / SE Hobe Sound  $1,525,000  

SE Flora Ave / SE Powerline Ave / SE Suzanne Drive  $390,000  

J & S Park Estates  $95,000  

South County  $1,675,000  

Hobe Heights / East Ridge Estates  $1,020,000  

Hobe Hills / Papaya Village  $750,000  

Island Way West Bridge over Loxahatchee (replacement)  $1,100,000  

Other:   

Cypress Creek STA (2022)  $2,328,000  

Ranch Colony Burm PH. II  $200,000  

Ridgeway Fire Station Reconstruction  $900,000  

Hobe Sound Library RFID  $72,000  

Elisabeth Lahti Library RFID  $68,000  

Booker Park (replace playground equip. & surface, replace goals & bleachers)  $75,400  

Banner Lake Park (replace playground equip. & surface, repave parking)  $113,400  

Big Mound Park (replace playground surface, decks & railings, replace goals & bleachers, reroof/replace 
pavilions, fencing)  

$291,181  

Post Family Park (replace playground surface, paint buildings, replace goals & fencing)  $86,032  

Indiantown Middle Sch. (replace soccer lighting)  $80,000  

Zeus Park (replace playground surface, fencing)  $41,434  

Fire Station Park - County Line Rd  (replace playground surface)  $25,000  

Timer Powers Park (replace decks and railing, repaint)  $65,763  

JV Reed Park (repave parking & roadways, replace  drinking fountains, paint buildings, replace goals, reroof 
pavilions)  

$48,097  

County Line Road Park (repave parking & roadway, fencing)  $19,744  

Jimmy Graham Park (repave parking & roadways, replace shower, replace fencing)  $116,080  

Doc Meyers Park (Paint buildings, fencing replace/repair)  $61,598  

Hobe Sound Beach (replace decks & railing)  $11,580  

County facilities (roofing, A/C, flooring, parking lot, landscaping, security)  $539,760  

  

Total District 3  $20,865,569  
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District 4  Total Cost  

Roads:   
Parkwood  $1,367,000  

Heritage Ridge  $450,000  

Poinciana Gardens  $1,369,000  

Vista Salerno  $645,000  

James Villa  $220,000  

SE Gomez Ave (north of Crossrip)/ SE Crossrip Street  $158,500  

96th Street Resurfacing, Drainage and Guardrail  $363,500  

St Lucie Settlement & SW Gaines Ave  $275,000  

SPS Commercial Center  $295,000  

Tropical Farms & Gregor Woods  $1,725,000  

Cove Road  $1,275,000  

Port Salerno, Manatee Business Park, SE Commerce & New Monrovia  $3,530,000  

Dixie Park  $1,215,000  

Hibiscus Park  $950,000  

Rocky Point  $2,450,000  

Martin Meadows  $325,000  

South Fork Estates  $260,000  

Fork River  $160,000  

Tropical Paradise  $175,000  

SE Seabranch Blvd  $897,000  

Other:   
Phipps Park Improvements  $900,000  

Disaster Recovery Center  $3,000,000  

Halpatiokee Park (replace playground equip. & surface, resurface hockey arena, replace shade structures, 
replace drinking fountains, fencing)  

$286,019  

Mary Brogan Park (replace playground surface, repave parking & roadways, reroof pavilions)  $96,620  

New Monrovia Park (replace playground surface, replace goals)  $58,200  

Wojcieszak Park (replace playground surface, netting & backstops, paint facilities)  $86,022  

Maggy's Hammock Park (replace playground surface  $38,000  

Paul Larson Park (replace playground surface)  $12,000  

Tropical Farms Park (replace playground surface)  $35,000  

Peck Lake Park (paint facilities, reroof restrooms & reroof/replace pavilions)  $145,395  

Murray Middle Sch. (replace soccer field lights)  $80,000  

County facilities (roofing, A/C, flooring, parking lot, landscaping, security)  $683,340  

  
Total District 4  $23,525,596  
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District 5  Total Cost  

Roads:   
St. Lucie Shores  $795,000  

Allapattah  (0.378 miles west of I-95 to SW Fox Brown Road) Martin Hwy (CR-714/SW Martin Highway to SLC)  
$2,210,000  

Boat Ramp / Moore Street / Markel  $1,620,000  

SW Mapp Road / SW Murphy Rd / SW Murphy Rd Bridge  $5,053,000  

High Meadow Avenue (from SR-714 to SW Martin Downs Blvd)  $737,000  

96th Street Resurfacing, Drainage and Guardrail  $188,500  

CR 609 Guardrail  $2,000,000  

Palm City Farms  $3,000,000  

Old Palm City  $2,125,000  

Hidden River / Hideaway Isles / Granada  $600,000  

SW Oxbow & SW Dovetail  $135,000  

Hidden Bay  $125,000  

Lighthouse Point & Dyer Point Road  $395,000  

SW Sunset Trail  $340,000  

Other:   
Firearms Training Facility  $1,500,000  

Joch Leighton Park (replace playground equip. & surface)  $116,000  

Hidden Oaks Middle Sch. (replace netting and backstops, paint facilities, replace goals/backstops  & bleachers, 
reroof restroom bldg., fencing)  

$108,140  

Hidden Oaks Middle Sch. (replace baseball & soccer lighting)  $200,000  

Pendarvis Cove Park (replace decks and railings, repave parking & roadways, paint facilities)  $58,722  

Charlie Leighton Park (repave parking & roadways, paint buildings)  $25,381  

Lncpl Justin Wilson Park (paint facilities, replace goals)  $9,846  

County facilities (roofing, A/C, flooring, parking lot, landscaping, security)  $1,315,000  

  
Total District 5  $22,656,589  

  

COUNTYWIDE   
St. Lucie Inlet  $2,500,000  

Septic to Sewer  $88,000,000  

Park Maintenance (sidewalks, wood treatments racquetball court painting)  $359,414  

Beach Maintenance (sidewalk repair, signage, wood treatments, picnic tables)  $84,933  

TMDL Obligations, swale rehabs., STAs, etc.)  $36,848,000  

ITS (800 MHz radio system, broadband, network, equip., etc.)  $24,558,284  

Other road related (striping, guardrails, etc.)  $2,581,309  

  
Total Countywide  $154,931,940  

  
Total for All  $258,338,708  
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This of course is how our “short fall” was created.  

Priority 

This begs the question, what projects took priority over the unfunded projects? And, how is it 

that basic Constitutional requirement for the preservation of Life and Liberty are not funded 

while other projects are? Basic needs like EMS Radio systems and Disaster Recovery Centers 

went unfunded.  

If the list of approved unfunded priorities are of such a great importance, as demonstrated by 

our Commissions consideration of asking for a tax increase to pay for them, one should ask of 

the same, what funding was of higher priority than those on the unfunded list?  

Surely many agree that there are unfunded liabilities that outweigh currently funded items. 

And given confidence in their representation, citizens either feel comfortable with decisions 

being made for them and look no further to determine their answer or they do look further.  

Of those that look further, many will express that in both lists exist those things which are 

beyond the scope of limited government and that neither should be funded with their tax 

dollar. Things like ownership of commercial property. Like the development and gain of 

competitive commercial business operations that act under the guise of tax payer interest when 

they are free market operations and limit the same. Or, the abdication and rejection of duly 

qualified governmental responsibility like a Customs Center.  

At the April 15, 2015 BOCC meeting the Board of County Commissioners voted to change the 

land development regulations to give large portions of County land conservation land's status. 

This means that any of the land holdings with the new status are now set aside. That is to say 

that they can no longer be used as an asset or collateral if need be. Nor may we sell them to raise 

money for our “short fall” without changing the designations. Yet the ongoing cost of 

maintenance and repair for these parcels increase over time. This is another example as to how 

liability is created by County land management. It is a growing liability and it need be curtailed.  

The Budget 

As required by law, the Martin County budget is a balanced budget. So when you hear that 

there is a deficit in the County budget be wary of the messenger. The “short fall” is a list of 

projects, wants, needs and other unfunded projects, repair, maintenance and the like  that the 

County Commission has agreed are needed to better serve the citizens of the County but did 
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not agree warranted funding. Either for political reasons or for fiscal, the end is the same; they 

went unfunded. 

A casual observation can be made that if there are three hundred and fifty million in unfunded 

projects and our total budget is the same amount. We really need to consider the functional 

service of the projects in total. Are all of the funded projects necessary to providing the minimal 

level of service that government was designed to? No, they are not.  

While it is truly a blessing to have a large number of tax payer funded services and facilities, the 

fact of the matter is that there are not enough tax dollars in the pockets of business and citizens 

to supply all of the wishes and luxuries being offered or wanted at present.  

The list of unfunded projects reflects a debatably legitimate list of public works projects and 

infrastructure needs for the County. Does this mean however that we should raise taxes to the 

level to fund them? Or should we look to reduce our spending elsewhere to incorporate these 

“short falls” into the budget.  

It has been suggested that we raise taxes to a higher level (sales tax) and slowly let these 

projects drip through the system and become part of the approved and capitalized budget. 

However, this will insure a continual backlog and “short fall” as other unfunded projects take 

their place.  

The position by proponents of a sales tax is that this would mean we can slowly pay off the 

deficit or “short fall” over time. Proponents will say that it prevents a raise in property tax. So 

they reason, spread them out over a few years and raise the tax a little to compensate for them. 

People outside the County will contribute and the burden on citizens is reduced. This is the 

mentality being used by the County Government and some advocacy groups to justify higher 

tariffs instead of responsible governance. There is a certain amount of twisted government logic 

associated with this idea.  

This approach leaves the government forever asking for more. They have to, otherwise that 

which is approved cannot be added to without additional “revenue” (tax money). The process 

requires us to keep having more revenue because the process is very ill-mannered when it 

comes to eliminating or reducing project cost and expense. That is one big reason why our 

annual budget requirement grows. Once something is in the budget it seldom leaves. 

If we were to eliminate approved budget expenditures to equal every item we wish to add, then 

we would not have an issue. Instead we do not drop much from the previous budget annually 

to offset the new “needs”. As a matter of fact the items seem to be increasing year over year. 
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Increasing the available dollars for government to spend only exacerbates the problem. It is fuel 

on the fire. 

If one is to argue that basic government operations are barely funded at present revenue levels, 

and that infrastructure maintenance suffers because of it, then we need to eliminate and reduce 

governmental operations.  

Even if we agree that everything should be funded does it make sense that we continue to reach 

into our pocket to pay for an expanding government that has declared that their revenue 

shortfalls are already at critical levels?  In simple arithmetic if we were to fund all we are told is 

needed it would double our tax burden.   

The “short fall” amount has grown over a period of 20 plus years. It has become a discreet 

budgetary practice of County Commissioners past and present to flood the unfunded pipeline 

with necessary projects while at the same time fully funding projects that create long term fiscal 

liability, serve in a segmented interest of the citizenry and do not fulfill the basic axiom of 

limited government and limited taxation.  

County Commissioner Ed Fielding stated at a public meeting of the Martin County Republican 

Executive Committee that this practice is not new. He declared that the “short fall” was not just 

in the past year or two but that it has been created over a multi-decade time frame.  

Project costs 

It has become apparent that sound budget practices and fiscal prudence is and has been a short 

coming of the budget process in our great County. Until recent months, the inclusion of 

ongoing costs for a project were not considered in budgetary projection. A zero based budget 

practice would help remediate this shortcoming. 

Let’s look at the County purchase of a land parcel as an example of this. Typically the purchase 

of a piece of property by the County, which there are a lot of, did not include a forward looking 

funding mechanism in the projection of land or facility ownership and maintenance costs.   

So when we purchased the property we did not allocate the budget approval for maintenance, 

upkeep, repairs, you name it. At the same time the need for maintaining the new County 

acquisition existed and it requires on going money. This by a very basic nature creates a 

revenue need that feeds the size of government and reduces the citizen’s wealth.  

Instead we could stop spending on something else to compensate for the new revenue 

requirement the land acquisition creates. And if that is not possible then, well, we do not buy 
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the land. But instead we have chosen to buy the land ignoring the long term fiscal impact it 

created on the tax payer.   

In past years the cost of ownership was never factored into the budget or the decision to 

purchase, approve, build or create a project with any great regularity. 

Before we offer an example lets be very clear that ownership by the government is a greatly 

misguided and disguised term. In the Constitutional practice of governance, a golf course and a 

water park do not fit the bill of limited government. 

Purchasing a five acre commercial parcel that sits vacant for years for the purpose of increasing 

the County land holdings does not exactly meet a definition of governmental best practices and 

standards either.  

A misconception 

Ownership is the wrong word here. It implies that the government is the land lord or lease 

holder. When in fact the government is no more than a vehicle by which the citizenry assure 

their own mutual freedom. We do so by declaring government as a means by which basic 

infrastructure requirements are met; nothing more, nothing less. Government is not meant to be 

a landlord, a baby sitter or a regulatory machine. Government is not meant to compete in the 

market place.  All of which we the people have allowed the government to do in Martin 

County.  

Our fault too 

While many will decry the politicians in Washington for their lack of fiscal responsibility, few 

are willing to look at the condition of their own local government. This is not to say that our 

County Government is as Government Gone Wild as Washington. The point to this is that we as 

citizens have a burden of responsibility in all of this and we should lay some blame upon 

ourselves as well.  

We the People are the greatest force that walks planet earth. And when we take responsibility 

for our own personal freedom we become a force of good to be reckoned with by none. The 

resolution to this financial problem lies not in any group of particular projects, purchases, 

hiring’s or expenditures. No it lies in the ability of those elected to govern without the pressure 

of agenda or interests. It requires Constitutional blinders. 

It requires us to remember what made us great and gave us the wealth. It is the individual and 

not the government. And we the people are solemnly beholden to those who have gone before 
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us to affirm our greatness in times that are challenging. We must put aside petty differences and 

come together to act in a manner that reflects the same responsible behavior. 

You see, we are running out of money. We are running out of time. We are running out of 

Freedom. It is happening here, in our community.  

As the largest land holder and employer the County governmental structure has grown to a 

position of influence not intended by our Constitutional principles. We the people are the most 

important part of this process and we have selfishly abdicated the one responsibility that is 

most important to the future of our children and theirs, and that is the torch of Liberty. Yes sir, 

we have looked to our government to provide more than only basic services that insure a safe 

and secure community in which to live. We have looked for the government to provide creature 

comfort for us too. We have asked them to provide a “quality of life” and not to allow us to 

create our own standard of living.   

Time to talk 

It is time for an adult discussion on the role of government. It is time for an adult discussion on 

the role our County Government has taken on our behalf. We need to evaluate the need for 

what we are spending and that which we want to spend on. And if when we reach the end of 

the conversation we find that we need everything as requested, then let’s start looking like 

Broward and Palm Beach and start taxing the living day lights out of everything that walks or 

talks or even moves or grows, because that is what it is going to take.  

Martin County has always declared her unique character amongst others in the State. Well that 

uniqueness is costing us. The question is how long you will be able to or will be willing to keep 

paying more and more to the Government to continue it. At some point we must take back 

some level of self-responsibility and tell the government “thank you but no thank you” to 

government water parks and golf courses when the private sector has to pay ransom to get the 

ability to operate them for profit. The same County government that denied a commercial 

operation from establishing and running a water park facility, in turn created its own after the 

fact. These practices are wrong. 

We have massive land holdings of which we are allowed no access to most and can be 

imprisoned for walking upon them as owners. We must insist that government perform its 

duties in keeping with limited government and reduced regulation at all levels. This process 

begins with the citizen, we the people.  
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Where to go from here 

So what now? Do we close the water park and declare it a loss? No, but we could sell it. Do we 

defund everything and start over? Well, we are doing that right now. The County budget 

process is in full swing and you need be a part of it.  

What we need is for clear American fundamental temperament to regain a foot hold in Martin 

County Government.  

We need for those elected to not become and remain part of the system, but to be the control of 

the system. We need our elected to assume the role of leaders and do what is in the bounds of 

limited government, nothing more, and nothing less.  

This process will not be easy. It will not be in the self-interest of the politician to do the right 

thing. It will require setting aside personal political agendas and special funding for outcomes 

that are removed from the concept of limited government. We as Americans must act locally 

first to regain and maintain our personal freedom and liberty through responsible citizenry.  

Suggestions 

The first responsible act by government would be to look for reduction in expenditure. If 

County land is costing the tax payers and not providing a tangible purpose, then the property 

should be sold.  If property, equipment or the level of personnel have met a point of over 

funded bureaucracy then we need cease funding.  

We should detail the dollar value associated with the maintenance and repair required on an 

annual basis for all County property, buildings and equipment.  This will give a better working 

knowledge as to the level that can be sustainably kept by the County for purposes of basic 

government function. 

Under the current structure of government, more and more is required each fiscal year to 

maintain a balance of effort. Government growth is out of the question. We must not yield to 

the urge to create more tax burden on the citizens of Martin and focus on ways to eliminate the 

same.  

If infrastructure, facilities and the minimum levels of operation are met then projects outside of 

these levels should have to meet very high thresholds before being considered for funding to 

insure they are necessary for the limited functions of government.  

Every available consideration should be favorably given to those private persons that increase 

the property and sales tax base in Martin County. This should not be done in an effort to 
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generate more money for government to spend; it should be done to reduce the revenue 

required per citizen to maintain the basic functions of government.  

Our government should avoid litigation that is potentially costly. The only persons winning are 

the attorneys. The Honorable Ms. Carolyn Timman, Martin County Clerk of the Circuit court, 

should be asked to perform a forensic accounting of the county expenditures including legal 

fees.  This will help identify areas that need expenditure reduction. 

Departments like Parks and Recreation should refrain from the development of new projects 

and begin to phase out others until such time that the County is solvent.  

Staff reductions should be taken across the board in all departments. All cost of living raises 

should be frozen until such time that the County can demonstrate a responsible and well 

thought out fiscal policy that is in keeping with limited government. And a hiring freeze should 

be implemented immediately.  

These are basic steps to stop the bleeding. This can be considered a sort of emergency triage. 

From here we need major surgery. The major cuts will need to take place. The mathematics are 

reflective of this fact. We need a 100% tax increase to fuel our current approved budget and the 

items on the list that create the “short fall”.  

So what will it be? Can we all do our part and turn this around? It is not totally in the hands of 

the Commission. Yet ultimately their decisions and votes will determine the outcome, it is the 

voice of we the people that will be the inertia in the process.  

The other option is business as usual. If that is the course of action then prepare for more capital 

outlay from your pocket books and wallets. Prepare for more money for government as it grows 

to a point that it controls you.  

The elected Republican Commissioners have the ability and the answers to correct this matter 

properly. This is bigger than politics. This is bigger than the Commission. This practice of tax 

and spend and ask for more has to be brought to a quick and permanent halt.  

The office of Commissioner is a Constitutional office. We have entrusted these persons with the 

implementation of rules and tariff’s expecting them to act in a Constitutional manner. Our 

Commissioners were elected for a job. Ultimately it is their job to bring this runaway fiscal train 

to a slow and proper speed. Sustainability is not a roundabout or a pedestrian walkway. No, 

government sustainability is the ability to sustain a fiscal practice of responsibility over a long 

period of time. And the current pattern of tax and spend does not meet sustainable guidelines 

under Constitutional practice.  
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Conclusion 

Thank you for taking the time to read this material. If you have made it to this point then you 

are one. You are one that knows what must be done. You are one that cares. One person can 

make a difference, especially when the one is all of us individually.  

We must act now as responsible American citizens, one of the greatest honors in the world, and 

redress government for its actions and demand a change of the same.  

What will you do? 

It is time for our Constitutional officers in the Commission and all other elected positions to 

examine the budgets of their domains and eliminate those things that do not meet 

Constitutional mandate. The cost to operate government is not going to become suddenly less 

expensive. The costs will continue to escalate. We must act while we can and not wait until it is 

a crisis.  

What will you do? 

Let your elected leaders know that you are watching and that you will support their effort to 

eliminate projects and expense County wide. Thank them for their effort if they act responsibly. 

But if you hear excuses and reasons why they cannot do their job, let them know you do not 

support their behavior. This is not politics; it is about guarding a way of life, the American way 

of life right here in Martin County Florida.  

May God Bless Us All. 

 

Cordially, 

 

Eric D. Miller 

Martin County Republican State Committeeman 

 


